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NEW QUESTION: 1
In which three critical areas does Cisco Unified Data Center
provide a complete architecture platform including
products and solutions? (Choose three.)
A. Unified Management
B. Wireless
C. Storage
D. Unified Computing
E. VoIP
F. Unified Fabric
G. Security
Answer: A,D,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
Below is a screen from the Pathfinder sample policy model
installed with Policy Modeling:

Where should you
A. Interview tab
B. Interview tab
C. Project tab |
D. Interview tab
Answer: B

go to change the text "Higher Education"?
| Your Details screen
| Styles
Summary
| About You screen

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are creating an app that uses Event Grid to connect with
other services. Your app's event data will be sent to a
serverless function that checks compliance. This function is
maintained by your company.
You write a new event subscription at the scope of your
resource. The event must be invalidated after 3 specific period
of time. You need to configure Event Grid to ensure security.
What should you implement? To answer, select the appropriate
options in [he answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: SAS tokens
Custom topics use either Shared Access Signature (SAS) or key
authentication. Microsoft recommends SAS, but key
authentication provides simple programming, and is compatible
with many existing webhook publishers.
In this case we need the expiration time provided by SAS
tokens.
Box 2: ValidationCode handshake
Event Grid supports two ways of validating the subscription:
ValidationCode handshake (programmatic) and ValidationURL
handshake (manual).
If you control the source code for your endpoint, this method
is recommended.

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are setting up a brand new Magento installation for a
merchant who is migrating from Magento 1 to Magento 2.
Keeping in mind upgradability and the need to customize, which
one do you choose?
A. Run php bin/magento setup:migrate
&lt;path-to-m1-installation&gt; &lt;new-version&gt; command
B. Create a new Magento instance by using the bin/magento
install command
C. Create a new Magento instance using composer create-project
D. Clone the magento/magento2 GitHub repository

Answer: C
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